P50: Howard Miller Ravenna Cocktail Table. The glass top of this table displays a decorative clock metal work. Antique black hands have a gold medallion in the center of the dial. Quartz movement. Battery operated. Note: Some assembly is required. 40” diameter, 66 lbs. Note: Only

P55: Howard Miller Wall Clock. The "Helmsley" wall clock features a Windsor Casual finish and a quartz dual chime movement that plays Westminster or Ave Maria. Battery operated. The clock measures: 5.8”D X 15.8”W X 35.2”H.

P56: Lladro Figurine. "One for You, One for Me" handcrafted fine porcelain figurine. 10.75"H.

P63: Lladro Figurine. "A Mother's Embrace" handcrafted fine porcelain figurine. 12"H X 8.75"W.

P76: Howard Miller Collector Cabinet. The Howard Miller "Gregory" curio cabinet finished in Windsor Cherry features incandescent lighting to enhance your collectibles. The cabinet measures: 73”H X 20”W X 10.5”D. Note: Only available in the 48 contiguous states. Some assembly
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P366: Bose 251 Environmental Speakers. The premier outdoor speakers from Bose, delivering performance and reliability. Engineered to withstand snow, rain, salt and temperature extremes of 140°F (60°C) to -22°F (-30°C). Weather-resistant mounting brackets and hardware included.

P367: Magellan RoadMate RV GPS System. 7" high-definition touchscreen with adjustable day and night-view display. Features customizable RV routes; good Sam RV travel guide and campground directory and RV sani-dump station locations. Leather case included.

P373: DeWalt 12V Max Li-ion 4-Tool Combo Kit. Features a lightweight design with a two-speed transmission. The two-speed transmission provides optimal speed and torque control. LED light provides visibility in dark areas and a belt hook is included for portability. Includes an
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P374: Makita 3-Piece Saw Bundle. The Makita bundle includes a 9-Amp reciprocating saw, a 7.25" circular saw and variable speed jig saw.

P376: LG Sound Plate. LG’s incredibly slim new SoundPlate seamlessly complements your flat-panel TV, adding a touch of sophistication to any room along with lush 2.0-channel audio. You won’t believe the power and clarity of this all-in-one home theater system, or the fact that it sets up in

P382: Makita HP Air Compressor. Features a 2.5 HP motor, cast iron oil lubricated pump for cool running temperature & reduce wear, roll-cage construction, large industrial air filter, oil sight glass for easy maintenance, lever handle ball valve & built-in thermal

P383: Montegrappa NeroUno Linea Rollerball Pen. NeroUno combines the Montegrappa character of almost one century of highly-skilled craftsmanship with that of the soul of Italy which represent the cosmopolitan signature of design. The NeroUno Linea rollerball pen features a

P386: Canon Vixia Camcorder. Ideal for creative video essays to fun family times & travel memories. Features: 57x Advanced Zoom; Super Range Optical Image Stabilizer; Full HD; Zoom Framing Assist available in both Manual & Auto modes; Highlight Priority Mode helps give your
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P387: Makita 18V Multi-Tool Kit. Corded speed & power without the cord. Features: 15 minutes of run time with 18V LT Lithium-Ion battery; variable speed control dial (6,000 - 20,000 OPM); 3.2-degree oscillation angle engineered for faster, more aggressive cutting & sanding; built-in

P388: Coleman Camping Package. This family getaway camping package includes a 10’ X 10’ tent that sleeps 6, 2 mantle propane lantern, a propane stove, 2 woodsman chairs, 48 qt. cooler, 14-cup percolator, 2 sleeping bags and a 6 piece BBQ tool set with case included. Note:

P390: Black & Decker Rechargeable Mulching Mower. 36-volt Max Lithium Ion 19" deck width cordless electric push lawn mower. 2.0Ah battery for up to 30 minutes of runtime. Folding handles for easy & convenient storage in sheds & small spaces. 9.5-gallon grass bag with soft
P393: Canon Powershot 20MP Digital Camera. Capture precious moments with the Powershot digital camera. Features 42x Optical Zoom; 24mm wide angle lens; built-in Wi-Fi and NFC connectivity; 20MP sensor and Canon DIGIC 4+ Image Processor; 720p HD video; Smart AUTO

P395: Burberry Women's Watch. From The City Collection, this women's watch features the classic house check fabric strap with a stainless steel case and round silver-tone sunray check patterned dial. Date display, second hand sweep, sapphire crystal, buckle clasp, Swiss

P398: Sony Home Audio System with Bluetooth. Bring the night alive with this extra bass wireless Bluetooth and NFC speaker system that pumps up anything gathering with powerful, clear bass, club-like LED lighting and DJ effects. Stream and control great sounding music

P01: Pearl Necklace. Cultured Akoya 7mm thick pearl necklace with a 14kt white gold diamond accented (.01ctw.) bow clasp, will compliment any outfit. The necklace is 18” in length.

P79: Pearl Bracelet. Cultured freshwater pearl, 7.5mm thick pearl bracelet is complimented by a double sided diamond (.16ctw.) clasp in 14kt white gold. Bracelet is 7” long and features 24 pearls.

P83: Emerald and Diamond Pendant. A vivid 6x8mm oval green emerald (1.20ct.) and 7 diamonds (6 - .01ct. and 1 - .03ct.) dangle from a 14kt white gold 18” chain. The pendant is 21mm long and 5mm thick.

P85: Amethyst and Diamond Ring. Three lavish rows of 44 diamonds (.20ctw.) embrace a cushion cut amethyst (2.00ct.) in 14kt white gold. The ring measures 11.12mm long X 25.12mm wide. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

P91: Sapphire and Diamond Earrings. Faceted 5x7mm oval sapphire (1.00ct.) earrings dangle from three diamond (.018ct.) stations set in 14kt white gold with push back posts. The earrings have a 26mm drop and 8mm posts.
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P92: Blue and White Sapphire Ring. A three stone dazzler in white and blue sapphires (1.60ctw.) is a timeless classic in 14kt white gold. The ring features an oval blue sapphire and 2 round white sapphires. Ring measures 20.45mm long X 25.42mm wide. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in.

P117: Trek Men's Mountain Bike. The bike features a high-tensile steel frame with a suspension fork. Includes a quick-shifting 21-speed drivetrain (with 7 gears in the front & 3 in the back) & linear-pull brakes. Note: Some assembly required. Available in the 48 contiguous states & Canada only.

P139: Movado Men's Museum Watch. The watch features a stainless steel case, quartz movement, black museum dial with silver-tone hands, Movado's signature concave dot and a black calfskin leather strap. Water resistant up to 30 meters. Case diameter: 40mm. Case thickness: 9.60mm.

P140: Movado Women's Museum Watch. The watch features a stainless steel case, quartz movement, black museum dial with silver-tone hands, Movado's signature concave dot and a black calfskin leather strap. Water resistant up to 30 meters.

P172: Tissot Men's Watch. Men's stainless steel bracelet watch with black chronograph dial. Date display, second hand sweep, mineral crystal and deployment clasp. Swiss quartz movement and water resistant to 100 meters. Case measures 42mm in diameter and 11.34mm thick.

P176: Diamond Earrings. Delicate diamonds (.50ctw.) are arranged in a pretty floral design in these 14kt white gold earrings with push back posts. The earrings have 6mm studs and 8mm posts.

P168: Emerald Earrings. 14kt white gold leverback earrings display emeralds (.40ct.) surrounded by dainty diamonds (.20ctw.). The earrings have a 16mm drop and an 8mm post.

P174: Ruby and Diamond Ring. Radiant 14kt yellow gold ring features a band of rubies (1.26ctw.) in the center of two diamond bands (.15ctw.). Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

P171: Diamond Key Pendant. Modern key design pendant is accented by 67 diamonds (.35ctw.) in 14kt white gold. The chain is 16" in length. The pendant measures 41mm long, 7mm wide, and 2mm thick.

P193: Wine Package. Push button cork remover is easy-to-use and fits with most major brands. The 32-bottle refrigerator features a 2-zone silent cooling technology, digital touch screen with temperature display, and 7 pull out shelves. Note: Only available in the 48

P202: Bose SoundLink Bluetooth Speaker III. Connects easily to your Bluetooth device, & plays your music with fullness, clarity and depth. Slim & portable, it slips right into your backpack. Rechargeable lithium-ion battery lets you share your music for up to 14 hours.

P205: Diamond Hoops. These diamond encrusted in 14kt white gold snap bar hoops have an updated look with their square design. Each earring features 22 diamonds (.0034ct.). The earrings have 14mm hoops and 5.5mm posts.

P231: Green Amethyst Ring. A treasure of majestic proportions, this spectacular 11x11mm cushion cut green amethyst (5.5ctw.) ring features scrolls of white topaz (2- 1mm, 38- 1.1mm, 44- 1.25mm, 48- 1.5mm, 2.0ctw.) that embrace the magnificent center stone in 10kt white

P232: Blue Topaz Pendant. This pear shaped 8x12mm blue topaz (3.50ct.) pendant has just the right touch of bling. The faceted blue topaz is accented with a frame of 27 diamonds (.18ctw.) in 14kt white gold. The pendant has a length of 22mm and a thickness of 5.5mm. The

P233: Blue Topaz Earrings. Flirtatious and feminine, a faceted 9mm briolette shaped blue topaz (7.15ct.) dangles from a strand of 10 diamonds (.12ctw.) that trail down 14kt white gold lever backs. Earrings have a 26mm drop and a 7mm post.
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P234: Diamond Pendant. The perfect finishing touch to any outfit. This stunning teardrop pendant features a unique design with black rhodium and dazzling 60 diamonds (.22ctw.). Fashioned in 14kt white gold, this smart look suspends from an 18" cable chain. The pendant is 23mm.


P242: Sapphire and Diamond Ring. Simply striking, this 14kt yellow gold oval shaped sapphire (.85ct.) and diamond (.06ctw.) ring creates a lovely ambiance that will compliment any outfit, casual or dressy. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

P248: Blue Topaz and Diamond Ring. A shimmering 3.25 carat blue topaz ring is like a pool of elegance with a frame of diamonds (.20ctw.) to pump up the glamour a notch in 14kt white gold. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

P252: Vita-Mix TurboBlend Two Speed Blender. BPA free, 64 oz. container blender features powerful, 2-peak horsepower motor to blend the toughest ingredients. Chop, cream, blend, heat, grind, churn and more, with a single machine. Tamper for processing thick.

P258: Waterford Cobalt Vase. The "Colleen" 60th Anniversary Vase is perfect for displaying freshly cut flowers or long stem roses. It showcases its contents beautifully and features the romance, charm, and magic of the Emerald Isle as inspiration for the "Colleen" pattern which

P271: Calphalon Contemporary Non-Stick 12-Piece Set. The cookware set includes: 10" and 12" fry pan; 1.5-qt. sauce pan and cover; 2.5-qt. sauce pan and cover; 3-qt. sauté pan and cover; 5-qt. Dutch oven and cover and an 8-qt. stock pot and cover. Dishwasher safe and oven safe to 450°F.

P286: Tourneau Women's Watch. Women's gold plated bracelet and case. Round white dial with stick and Roman numeral hour markers and sapphire crystal. Swiss quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters.

P284: Bulova Men’s Precisionist Bracelet Watch. Stainless steel bracelet with stainless steel case. Silver perle & blue dial, curved crystal & calendar, continuous second hand sweep, luminous hands & diamond markers, 24-hour track, mineral crystal & fold-over buckle with safety clasp.

P294: Movado Women’s Bracelet Watch. This Movado’s women’s watch features a stainless steel case and bracelet; round pink dial; Swiss Quartz movement and is water resistant to 30 meters. Case measures 25mm in diameter and 6mm in thickness.

P310: The Ultimate Tailgate Package. The package includes a Coleman Road Trip Grill, Coleman 50 qt. wheeled cooler, 2 Coleman folding chairs, and Omaha Steak Gourmet Burger Packages. Note: Only available in the 48 contiguous states. Please allow 1-2 weeks for delivery.

P311: Cuisinart Breakfast Combination. The combo features a “Grind & Brew” thermal 10-cup automatic coffeemaker, a juice extractor with a pitcher that holds up to 40 oz. and is removable for easy clean-up & features a large feed tube and one touch operation; waffle/pancake maker

P314: Xterra Fitness Elliptical. This non-impact total body workout machine, features synchronized upper and lower body movement; ergonomic 14” stride length; large 5” x 2.5” LCD display; 13 programs: 2 heart rate control, 1 user defined and manual; 16 levels of
P319: Sapphire and Diamond Ring. This lovely four stone sapphire (1.00ctw.) and sparkling 6 diamond (.08ctw.) ring shimmers with the alternating pattern of gems for a marvelous effect in 14kt white gold. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

P320: Pandora “Happy Flowers” Bracelet. A beautiful sterling silver bracelet with seven of Pandora’s most popular charm beads. Included are two white flower murano beads, two fascinating pink murano beads, one enamel daisy and two floral clips. The bracelet is 7.25” in length
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P324: Casio Keyboard. The keyboard features 61 piano-style keys, 9 gliders, 820 tones, 260 rhythms, 32 channel mixer and a backlit LCD touch screen. The USB port provides easy computer and MIDI send/receive connection as well as audio data recorded to an SD memory card from.

P326: Orvis Fly Fishing Outfit Package. Strong and responsive, and created with both fresh-and saltwater anglers in mind, it is adaptable to any number of situations from snook and redfish to largemouth and coho. The package includes: 908-4 fly rod, LA IV reel, fly line weight 8 in yellow, 200

P331: Bose QC25 Acoustic Noise Cancelling Headphones. Bose advances their industry-leading headphones with the latest proprietary BoseActive EQ and TriPort technology, giving the music you love deep, clear sound. At the same time, Bose noise cancelling technology.

P330: Brother Monochrome Laser All-In-One Printer. This reliable printer features a 35-page automatic document feeder, a 250-sheet capacity tray, connects via wireless networking or Ethernet and prints and copies at up to 32ppm, automatic duplex printing, plus single-pass.

P327: Old Town Vapor 10 Kayak. The kayak offers a stable, efficient & comfortable ride. Amply cushioned, quick drying seat that flexes when you paddle & a molded-in paddle rest, a molded-in cup holder, thigh pads, molded-in day well, built-in handles & adjustable foot braces.


P342: Callaway "Strata Plus" Ladies Right Hand Golf Set. The ladies right hand golf set includes: driver with headcover, fairway wood with headcover, 5 hybrid with headcovers, 6, 7, 8 and 9 iron, pitching wedge, sand wedge, putter and a lightweight, durable stand bag with 5 convenient pockets, cooler pocket and a lightweight, durable stand bag with 5

P343: Callaway "Strata Plus" Men's Left Hand Golf Set. The set includes: driver with headcover, 3 wood with headcover, 4 and 5 hybrid with headcovers, 6, 7, 8 and 9 iron, pitching wedge, sand wedge, putter and a lightweight, durable stand bag with 5 convenient pockets, cooler pocket and a
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P348: Samsonite "Tessera 2" 8-Piece Luggage Set. The set includes a 28" tote a ton, two 17" boarding bags, two 18" duffels, one 25" upright, a 24.5" upright and a 21" commuter carry-on. Note: Please allow 1-2 weeks for delivery.

P353: Callaway "Strata Plus" Men's Right Hand Golf Set. Callaway "Strata Plus" men's right hand golf set includes: driver with headcover, 3 wood with headcover, 4 and 5 hybrid with headcovers, 6, 7, 8 and 9 iron, pitching wedge, sand wedge, putter and a lightweight, durable stand bag with 5